The Project

The HOE-project creates a collection of metadata and digitized material regarding primary and secondary documents & online resources on historiography in Ottoman Europe, mainly the Balkans.

We

- collect & collate
- validate & complement
- systematize, characterize, describe
- and: make accessible
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The Status Quo

- system & growing data-sets
  (in-house customized development of the University Library)

- more than 3000 redacted items
  - several hundred primary sources
  - even more secondary sources

- material in more than 20 languages, from numerous libraries worldwide
The Future

- We will further expand the collection.
- We will launch HOE online to make it accessible for scholars from all disciplines, worldwide.
- We welcome feedback & material!
Contact Us!

- **Mail:**
  Ruhr-Universität Bochum
  UB 6/09
  Universitätsstraße 150
  44801 Bochum
  Germany

- **E-Mail:** ottomanhistoriography@rub.de
- **URL:** http://www.ub.rub.de/oh/index.html